Silent Scan SS 3200

A MRI audio system. Offers hearing protection, communication, and music.

- Compatible with any audio source
- Three audio inputs
- Up to 10.5T compatible
**INNOVATION & RELIABILITY**

*Silent Scan® is a pneumatic MRI audio system, so the headsets are MR-Safe.*

Silent Scan® Hearing protection. Communication. Stimulation.

MRI scans are very loud. Your patients need hearing protection. Silent Scan® provides 30dB NRR with our full coverage headset and Conformal headset that will fit in any coil.

Your patients need to hear you. You need to hear them.

Silent Scan® headsets are MR safe and small. Take a look at our Conformal Headset.

Audio stimulation is available as a fully calibrated audio delivery system.

Silent Scan® is small. The console features built in radio, microphone and speakers. No bulky stereo system.

- Headsets designed with built in patient mic
- Patient Alarm- rubber squeeze bulb
- In-bore inert
- All headsets offer 30dB+ Hearing Protection
- Headsets MR Safe
- Simple
- Rugged

The Conformal Headset fits in all head coils.

**email** sales@avotecinc.com **call** 772-692-0750